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Date of Request for Comment: April 7, 2017 

Period of Comment: April 7, 2017 through May 5, 2017 

 

ISO Rules Market Participant Comments and/or Alternate Proposal AESO Replies 

Amended 

The AESO is seeking comments from market participants 
with regard to the following matters:  
 
1. Do you agree or disagree with the proposed Amended 

Section 304.3? If you disagree, please provide 
comments.  

 
2. Are there any subsections where the language does not 

clearly articulate the requirement for either the AESO or a 
market participant? If yes, please indicate the subsections 
and suggest language that would improve the clarity. 

Aura Power Renewables Limited (“Aura Power”) 

 
1. We are concerned about subsection 3(7) which states:  

“The legal owner of a wind or solar aggregated generating 
facility must ensure that the default setting for the ramp rate 
limiting controls referred to in subsection 3(5) is set at 10% 
of the gross real power capability, unless otherwise 
approved by the ISO in writing.” 

 
We would require clarification of the timeframe is (10% per 
minute, 5 minutes etc.) 

We expect the ramp up limit is achievable for Solar PV, but will 
cause a reduction in yield, which ultimately increases costs to 
the consumer. 

We cannot reasonably apply a ramp down limit.  Technically it 
would only be possibly by permanently curtailing active power 
by approximately 10%, causing a greater than 10% yield loss.  
This is a very significant impact. 

We encourage the AESO to identify and quantify what risk or 
cost is being mitigated by the ramp limits on Solar PV and 
seek alternative methods to mitigate those costs and risks, 
once quantified. 

1.  Pursuant to the definition of ramp rate in the AESO’s 
Consolidated Authoritative Document Glossary, ramp 
rate is measured in MW per minute. Therefore, 
subsection 3(7) of proposed amended Section 304.3 
requires the default setting for the ramp rate to be 10% of 
the gross real power capability per minute. 

In order for the AESO to ensure the reliability of the 
Alberta interconnected electric system, all wind and 
solar aggregated generating facilities must meet the ramp 
rate limitation requirements in proposed amended 
Section 304.3. 

Proposed amended Section 304.3 only requires ramp up 
limitations and does not require ramp down limitations. 
Subsections 3(5) through 3(7) of proposed amended 
Section 304.3 require a wind or solar aggregated 
generating facility to be equipped with ramp rate limiting 
controls which are capable of limiting the ramp up of 
gross real power, at a rate of 10% of the gross real power 
per minute. 
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Canadian Solar Industries Association (“CanSIA”) 

 
2. Clause (6):  It may be clarified that such ramp rate must 

ensure that there are no ensuing voltage or power oscillations 
or power quality issues created in the grid as a result of the 
ramp up of power from the generating facility. 

2.  The operating requirements for voltage and power 
quality are outlined in subsection 14 of proposed new 
Section 502.16 of the ISO rules, Aggregated Generating 
Facilities Operating Requirements and are independent 
of the ramp rate limitation requirements in proposed 
amended Section 304.3. 

Canadian Wind Energy Association (“CanWEA”) 
 

Our primary concerns are with respect to the proposed 
changes to Sections 5(1) and 5(2) of ISO Rule 304.3. It is our 
understanding that there are two consequences to these 
amendments. First, the AESO will no longer provide 
transparency around minimum levels for the wind power limit, 
and, second, a power limit will always be in effect at all non-
exempt facilities. Given that the Renewable Electricity Supply 
Agreement (RESA) terms do not protect developers against 
curtailments under this rule, we have concerns that these 
amendments will expose developers to ongoing curtailment 
risk. Additionally, given that the limit will always be in effect, it 
is also likely to increase the potential amount of curtailment 
that should be expected by any generators. 

We expect these increased continuous curtailment risks 
because a system wind power limit that is continuously in 
place does not allocate any value to diversity in the wind fleet. 
Instead, it will manage individual generators on the 
presumption that all facilities are perfectly correlated. 

Given these changes, it is our understanding that the AESO is 
taking a proactive approach to limiting renewable generation, 
even in the absence of a system condition that requires a 
limitation. To illustrate, allow us the following example: if wind 
facility A ramps up rapidly while facility B ramps down at a 
similar rate, the net impact on the system is minimal. Under 
the current Rule, which would manage this behavior, directives 
are issued only when system conditions indicate a potential 
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inability to manage the system with the merit order, and the 
example would be permissible. Under the proposed Rule, it is 
expected that facility A would be limited from ramping up, 
despite the absence of any overall problem. 

CanWEA members request that they AESO continue to rely 
on only sending the limit when there is an issue. Otherwise, if 
they are overly concerned, it is recommended that they move 
to shorter intervals, as 5 minute intervals could address these 
issues if the concern is extremely minimal. It is assumed that 
facilities have automated receipt of the limit in any event but 
we request confirmation as they will now be getting 24,000 
instructions per year as opposed to some much smaller 
number. 

To review, CanWEA members request clarity regarding the 
following issues: 

3. The rationale for removing transparency in the rule with 
respect to minimum system capability; 

 

 

 
 
4. Guidance for expected system capability that will allow the 

risk of curtailment under this rule to be assessed; 

 
 
 
 
 

5. The rationale for having the system limit in place at all 
times along with any support based on experience to date 
that the current Rule is not sufficient to maintain reliability; 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.  The methodology used to calculate the Alberta system 
wind and solar aggregated generating facilities power 
limit remains unchanged from that found in existing 
Section 304.3. The AESO has revised proposed 
amended Section 304.3 to require the AESO to post the 
methodology on the AESO website and provide 30 days’ 
notice prior to any changes to the methodology.  

 

4.  The Alberta system wind and solar aggregated 
generating facilities power limit and pro rata share are 
issued to the market participant at the start of each 
monitoring interval based on the system’s ability to 
absorb the actual ramp up of all wind and solar facilities 
for that monitoring interval. For further information, please 
see AESO replies #3 and #9. 

 
5. Proposed amended Section 304.3 ensures reliability 

criteria is met while minimizing the impact on wind and 
solar facilities. The AESO’s practice of calculating the 
Alberta system wind and solar aggregated generating 
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6. The expected frequency of revising the limit in the event it 
becomes binding on some facilities despite the lack of an 
overall system problem; and 

 

 
 
 

7. Guidance on mechanisms that the AESO will use to 
minimize the amount of renewable energy spilled with no 
corresponding system need. 

We do not request clarity on any language, but, rather, with 
regards to the questions and rationales provided above. 

facilities power limit at the start of every monitoring 
interval remains unchanged. Proposed amended 
Section 304.3 requires the AESO to inform market 
participants of the pro rata share of the Alberta system 
wind and solar aggregated generating facilities power 
limit in a proactive manner (at the start of every 
monitoring interval) as opposed to a reactive manner 
(when the limit is reached). A facility’s pro rata share is 
expected to be above the facility’s current generation 
level at the start of the monitoring interval.  

 
The requirement under existing Section 304.3 to issue 
the pro rata limits once the Alberta system wind power 
limit has been reached can result in reliability limits being 
exceeded. It is expected that this reliability risk will 
increase as the volume of wind and solar generation 
increases.   

 
6. Proposed amended Section 304.3 ensures reliability 

criteria is met while minimizing the impact on the wind 
and solar facilities. The AESO expects to calculate the 
Alberta wind and solar aggregated generating facilities 
power limit and issue the pro rata share every 10 minutes 
(see AESO reply #9) and to optimize the pro rata 
calculation to gain efficiencies for wind and solar facilities. 
For further information please see AESO reply #5.   

  
7.  See AESO reply #6. 
 

Capital Power Corporation (“Capital Power”) 

Capital Power disagrees with the proposed amended 
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Section 304.3 for the reasons provided below. 

8. The AESO should provide the formula and threshold for 
the Alberta wind (and solar) power limit 

Capital Power is concerned with the AESO’s removal of the 
formula used to calculate an Alberta system wind and solar 
aggregated generating facilities power limit [subsection 4(2) in 
the current rule] and the threshold used to apply it [subsection 
4(3) in the current rule]. Capital Power recognizes that there 
may be issues with the current formula and/or threshold; 
however, removing these items without providing a 
replacement is not helpful and will only increase market 
uncertainty. Such uncertainty will limit the ability of market 
participants – including potential bidders in the AESO’s 
Renewable Electricity Program (“REP”) – to forecast and 
understand how potential wind curtailments will be applied. 
Any heightened uncertainty would be reflected in higher risk 
premiums, the net effect of which would be to increase REP 
costs, a risk that, at least for REP-1, will be borne by 
consumers. 

To avoid such uncertainty, Capital Power requests that the 
AESO consult with stakeholders to develop a new formula and 
include the formula in the amended Section 304.3. If the 
AESO disagrees, Capital Power requests that the AESO at 
minimum publish the new formula in an Information Document. 
Similarly, Capital Power requests that the AESO share with 
market participants the threshold by which the system limit will 
be applied, either by adding the threshold to the amended 
Section 304.3 or publishing an Information Document. 

 
 
8.  See AESO replies #3 and #4.  
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9. The AESO should change the monitoring interval to 5 
minutes 

Currently the Alberta wind power limit is calculated at a 
minimum monitoring interval of twenty minutes. This interval is 
unchanged in the amended Section 304.3. Capital Power 
believes that the AESO should consider changing the 
minimum monitoring interval to 5 minutes. A wind facility’s 
potential real power can change dramatically during a 20-
minute period and – correspondingly – so can that facility’s 
subsequent pro-rata share of the system limit. Accordingly, 
under the current 20-minute monitoring interval (preserved in 
amended Section 304.3) wind facilities may be curtailed or 
remain curtailed unnecessarily. 

The potential real power of a wind facility updates on 4 second 
SCADA signals. To help mitigate unnecessary curtailments 
and improve system efficiency and operation, Capital Power 
recommends that the 20-minute monitoring interval be 
replaced with a 5-minute monitoring interval. 

9.  Subsection 5(1) of proposed amended Section 304.3 
requires the AESO to calculate the Alberta power system 
wind and solar aggregated generating facilities power 
limit every 20 minutes or less. Generally, the AESO 
expects to calculate and issue the Alberta power system 
wind and solar aggregated generating facilities power 
limit every 10 minutes, which will be explained in an 
Information Document. At this time, the AESO considers 
this monitoring interval to be reasonable in order to allow 
time for assets in the energy market merit order to 
respond to dispatches down to maintain supply and 
demand balance.   

10. The AESO should consider separate system limits for 
wind and solar 

Capital Power understands that AESO would like to 
incorporate solar facilities in the province using existing 
system operation and grid management tools to the greatest 
extent possible. This is reasonable; however, Capital Power 
believes that managing wind and solar together using the 
same or similar system limits and procedures may not be the 
most efficient or effective solution. Fundamentally, solar is 
more predictable than wind and should be able to be managed 
by the AESO in a distinct manner that would significantly limit 
any solar curtailments required under normal system operating 
conditions. 

Capital Power’s understanding of the wind ramp management 

10.  The AESO considers the intermittent nature of both wind 
and solar power to be similar. The ramping of wind and 
solar have the same impact on the reliability of the 
Alberta interconnected electric system, and therefore, 
the same system limit is applicable to both. Pro rata 
limits issued at the start of the monitoring interval will not 
be below a wind or solar facility’s current generation 
level.  
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rule is that it is intended to manage large and somewhat 
unforeseen wind ramping events, typically located in the south 
and central areas of the province, that threaten grid stability. In 
contrast, significant solar ramps are more predictable and 
likely to occur only once per day, in the morning. As such, a 
solar ramp can be planned for by the AESO. Therefore, 
including solar with wind may result in solar being curtailed 
during a wind ramping event, which could occur in the 
afternoon, when solar is at its peak (not ramping up or down). 

11. The AESO should develop a new ancillary service for 
wind ramping 

In its Phase Two Wind Integration Recommendation Paper 
(December 20, 2012), the AESO recommended further 
exploration of the need for the development of an ancillary 
service to mitigate system ramping events associated with 
greater integration of wind generation. Such a service may 
include: regulating service, ramp up, and ramp down. Capital 
Power believes that developing such an ancillary service 
product must be a priority for the AESO given the large 
volume of wind expected to be added to the Alberta grid as a 
result of the AESO’s REP. Such a product, if properly 
designed, would deliver superior market, reliability, and 
operational outcomes, and may eliminate a need for a wind 
power management rule altogether. Capital Power looks 
forward to participating in any future consultation related to 
these matters. 

Capital Power has no further comments at this time. 

11. The AESO is assessing the impact of increased wind 
generation on the Alberta interconnected electric system 
as part of the capacity market design review, under the 
Energy and Ancillary Service design stream. The Energy 
and Ancillary Service workgroup will be considering all 
mitigation options to address the impact of variable 
generation, including new or different ancillary service 
product types such as reserve products for ramping, 
operating reserve volume requirements and operating 
reserve procurement practices. Other considerations 
include encouraging the integration of flexible assets on 
the Alberta interconnected electric system through 
appropriate pricing signals. The AESO expects the 
assessment to be completed by Q4, 2017. 

Elemental Energy Inc. (“Elemental”) 

12. In a competitive wholesale electricity market, should the ramp 
up management requirements of exempt facilities be made 
publically available by the AESO? 

12.  The exempt facilities listed in subsection 1(2) of 
proposed amended Section 304.3 are required to 
comply with the previously effective ramp up 
management requirements, which are available on the 
AESO website. 
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13. Subsection 2(1) of this rule specifies that the ISO may issue a 
written functional specification containing details, work 
requirements, and specifications for the design, construction, 
and operation of a wind or solar aggregated generating 
facility and associated transmission facility and connection 
facility. This rule further proposes that these functional 
specifications must be generally consistent with the provision 
of the ISO Rule Section 304.3, but may contain material 
variances approved by the ISO. 

 How are these material variances approved of by the 
ISO determined? 

 Does the facility project developer have any input into 
these material variances? 

 Can these material variances be revised by the AESO 
at any point in time? Is there any notice period in 
making these variances? 

 In a competitive wholesale electricity market, will these 
material variances for specific facility projects be made 
public by the AESO? 

 Is there an appeal process? 

13.  The AESO has a uniform process for responding to a 
request for a waiver or variance to an ISO rule that 
expressly allows for variances to be granted, including 
proposed amended Section 304.3. Please see 
Information Document #2017-001, Requests for 
Information, Waivers and Variance Regarding 
Authoritative Documents posted on the AESO website.  

A request for a waiver or variance is assessed on a 
case-by-case basis. While the AESO may attach 
certain conditions to the waiver or variance, such as an 
expiration date, these conditions of approval are 
dependent on the circumstances. 

The AESO treats all information received during the 
waiver and variance process in accordance with 
Section 103.1 of the ISO rules, Confidentiality. 

Section 103.2 of the ISO rules, Dispute Resolution, 
may be used by a market participant to resolve a 
dispute regarding a waiver and variance decision.  

14. Subsection 3(7) specifies that the owner of a solar facility 
must ensure that the default setting for the ramp rate limiting 
controls referred to in subsection 3(5) is set to 10% of the 
gross real power capability 

 How are exemptions to the 10% rate determined by the 
AESO? 

 In a competitive wholesale electricity market, will these 
material variances for specific facility projects be made 
public by the AESO? 

 Is there an appeal process in place if an owner does 
not agree with the default setting determined by the 
AESO? 

14.  See AESO reply #13.  
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NextEra Energy Canada, LP 

The proposed changes to ISO Rule 304.3 sections 5(1) and 5(2) 
raise material concerns about the risk of wind and/or solar 
curtailments that will impact both existing facilities as well as 
facilities brought online by the REP procurement. Our 
understanding of the changes, based on the proposed rule 
language, is first that the AESO will no longer provide 
transparency around minimum levels for the wind power limit, 
and second that a limit will always be in effect at all non-exempt 
facilities. Given that the RESA terms do not appear to protect 
developers against curtailments under this rule, we are 
concerned that developers will be exposed to curtailment risk 
against an unclear rule. Second, the fact that the limit will always 
be in effect appears to increase the potential amount of 
curtailment that should be expected. This is also a concern for 
existing facilities because they would also be exposed to similar 
curtailment risk. 

A system wind power limit that is continuously in place creates 
higher risk of curtailment because it ignores the value of diversity 
in the wind fleet. It is in effect managing individual sites on the 
presumption that all facilities are perfectly correlated. For 
example, if a wind facility ramps up rapidly but another facility is 
ramping down at a similar rate, the net impact on the system is 
minimal. The current rule allows discretion and dictates that 
system conditions must indicate a potential inability to manage 
the system with the merit order prior to a directive being issued, 
and in the example should not result in a directive. Under the 
proposed rule, a limit would be in place that would limit the facility 
ramping up, despite the absence of an overall problem. Please 
confirm that this interpretation is correct, i.e. the AESO is taking a 
pro-active approach to limiting renewable generation even in the 
absence of a system condition that requires a limitation. 

The AESO could continue to rely on only sending the limit when 
there is an issue or the AESO could move to shorter intervals - if 
the intervals are 5 minutes for example the concern is extremely 
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minimal.  

We request clarity around:  

15. The rationale for removing transparency in the rule with 
respect to minimum system capability  

16. Guidance for expected system capability that will allow the 
risk of curtailment under this rule to be assessed  

17. The rationale for having the system limit in place at all 
times and any support based on experience to date that the 
current approach is not sufficient to maintain reliability.  

18. The expected frequency of revising the limit in the event it 
becomes binding on some facilities despite the lack of an 
overall system problem  

19. Guidance on mechanisms the AESO will use to minimize 
the amount of renewable energy spilled with no 
corresponding system need  

As written, we are concerned that the rule will result in material 
curtailment risk for renewable developers without a 
corresponding system benefit. This will impact REP pricing, 
reduce the carbon reduction impact of renewable investments 
and fail to operate the power system in an efficient manner. We 
request that the AESO reconsider its approach both with respect 
to transparency and with the approach of continuously having a 
limit in place.  

 
 
 
 
15.  See AESO reply #3. 
 
 
16.  See AESO reply #4. 
 
17.  See AESO reply #5. 
 
 

18.  See AESO reply #6. 
 
 

19.  See AESO reply #6. 
 

Turning Point Generation (“Turning Point”) 

20. Rule 304.3 needs to consider energy storage in its language. 
It probably addresses behind the fence energy storage (as 
part of the aggregated wind and solar facility) but does not 
explicitly state that. 

 
 
 
21. Further, wind and solar aggregated generating facilities 

20.  Proposed amended Section 304.3 is not applicable to 
energy storage facilities. Please refer to subsection 8 in 
Section 502.13 of the ISO rules, Battery Energy 
Storage Facility Technical Requirements for the ramp 
rate limitation requirements for an energy storage 
facility. 

21.  The AESO is not contemplating the suggested 
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(AGF’s) should be allowed to contract for their real power and 
ramp rate limitations with a grid connected energy storage 
facility (ESF) such as pumped hydro, even if this facility is 
elsewhere on the system. This can be easily accomplished 
by a contract and a real time SCADA connection between the 
two facilities whereby the ramp rate or real power limit is 
being managed on behalf of the AGF by the ESF such that 
the system would see the same net effect as limiting the 
given AGF. 

This modification would bring the proposed rule closer to the 
ISO’s mandate of providing a fair, efficient and openly 
competitive system. Here is why: 

Fair: Any owner/operator of any generation asset should be 
given flexibility to mitigate the limitations of its technology in 
an open market system – whether the solution be technical, 
or contractual or a combination of the two. The current 
wording does not allow AGF’s to mitigate their limitations in a 
contractual way, rather it just curtails them down and forces 
them to waste the energy. 

Efficient: Allowing AGF’s to contract with ESF’s across the 
system will use energy that would be otherwise lost to be 
stored for use during peak time. This will mean not only 
efficient use of the energy and system as a whole, but also 
send the right signals to the business community that creative 
solutions can be employed to achieve energy efficiency. It will 
show the ISO is leading the way in proactive use of energy 
that would be otherwise wasted. This will also encourage 
further penetration of energy storage projects which will in 
turn help stabilize the system and also provide control over 
ramp-down rate of renewables. 

Openly Competitive: The current system dictates that under 
Real Power Limiting and Ramp Rate Limiting scenarios the 
energy be wasted. This not only fails to provide open market 
opportunity for energy storage projects, but it also works 

arrangement between two separate facilities at this 
time. The AESO acknowledges that the proposed 
arrangement may not have a negative effect on the 
Alberta interconnected electric system in certain 
scenarios. Operational impacts during a transmission 
constraint would need to be considered, as well as the 
impact on AESO systems and procedures, ISO rules, 
Alberta reliability standards, and other authoritative 
documentation. The AESO may consider such a 
scenario in the future.   
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directly against them. While the system is wasting energy on 
one end, it forces ESF’s to purchase energy at spot prices 
which will be likely higher than the price of energy that would 
be otherwise wasted. Allowing AGF’s to contract with ESF’s 
to provide ramp rate limiting or real power limiting services 
will enhance the open market business environment and 
send positive signals to both the renewable energy 
developers (it will provide them with alternatives to being 
curtailed) as well as energy storage developers (it will provide 
opportunity for additional revenue stream / product to offer) 
and the system as a whole will benefit. 

Please consider implementing changes to rule 304.3 that 
would allow AGF’s to contract their power or ramp rate 
limiting mitigation with energy storage facilities across the 
system. 

 


